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Lepton Flavor Violation in stau
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Introduction

o S-leptons mass matrix in the MSSM.

o Sleptons flavor change as the source of FV in the charged lepton sector.

o LFV in neutralino decays at the LHC.

o A suitable phenomenological model: CMSSM+SU(5)+See-Saw

o Flavor mixing in sleptons and LFV.

o PHYTIA simulation for selected points.

o LFV in the LC



                            at LHC

Lepton pairs in neutralino decays: 
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Minimal FV:   Universal soft terms at GUT(mSUGRA models).

In a basis such that ml  is diagonal: 

The NLSP is mostly

Due to the mass degeneration of the 1 and 2th generation one
should find a similar number of pairs

  The 1th and 2th generation sleptons are almost degenerated:

                                                 ;



                                     LFV

In a basis such that ml  is diagonal: 

Due to LFV there are an excess of               over                    pairs.

Hinchliffe+Paige, PRD63(2001)



Charged Lepton Flavor Violation

In SUSY  flavor mixing lepton-slepton vertices can induce LFV diagrams: 

Lepton-slepton flavor mixing is very constrained by the experimental limits:
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Bartl et al,
hep-ph/0510074



We use PYTHIA to simulate the hadronic decays of τ s produced in
the dilepton decay . In the study of the flavor-violating dilepton signal
(τ ± µ-+), the second lepton is tagged as a muon with a probability
equal to the branching ratio assumed for flavor-violating decays.

In order to have a visible signal we need:





See-saw Neutrinos and SUSY

Even if we start with universal soft terms at GUT, FV entries can be generated:







Point B

Point  C



A0=0, mb(MZ)=2.92 GeV



Selection of Points for the Analysis
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As previous for points B and C



OS SS LFV



Point A Point B-C







LFV at LC
LFV signals from channels like:

Deppisch et al,
Hep-ph/0401243



CONCLUSIONS
The observation of LFV in neutralino decays at the
LHC can be possible if

The strong bounds on radiative τ-decays, as well and
cosmological and phenomenological CMSSM and the
minimal GUT's with see-saw  neutrinos are not promising
frameworks for obser ving LFV spar ticle decays.

Larger ratios can be found in a non-minimal models, where
RR slepton mixing may be substantial, enabling the LFV
signal to be distinguished clearly from the background.


